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Introduction
• Fuel film cooling is critical for high performing boost engines using the Oxygen Rich Staged Combustion Cycle -Reduces heat load and closes the power balance -Reduces the required coolant channel pressure drop -Must be efficient or I sp will be affected -Film cooling schemes are not optimized Hypothesis: Unsteady, pulsing, flow results in a measured heat flux that is the average of an uncooled and an overcooled wall. Steady RANS cannot capture this effect.
• • Unsteady time-accurate simulations -Detached eddy simulations (DES)
• LES subgrid models used in region where grid is fine • Improved performance over RANS without cost of full LES • Turbulence computed using the k-ω model
• Steady state simulations -Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) -Used as initial condition for unsteady simulations 
Baseline and Parametric Cases
• All 2D, same baseline geometry as Himansu et al.
• • Resonant frequencies for first parametric study • Mass flow ratio is primary driver of adiabatic effectiveness -Density ratio is also a factor • Unsteadiness in these cases driven by Helmholtz mode of inlet slot -Inlet geometry important for film cooling effectiveness • Still significant discrepancies between CFD and experimental results -May be due to soot deposition, radiative heat transfer, or other complex physical phenomena
